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Abstract. Variability
in theSO]- andC1-timeseries
forthe1980s
from12shallow
snow pits a•ross the Greenland ice sheet is used to ewlua,te the record of the 1982
E1 Chich6n eruption •nd the potential for recording• moderatenorthern equatorial
eruption in • single Greenland ice core. Compositionof volcanic glassfound in
spring 1983 snow in one of the pits in the Summit region m•tches that from E1
Chich6nglass,therebyverifyingthe depositionof m•teri•l from the eruption. High

N• + •nd C1- concentrations
in thiss•mel•yer probablyrepresentdeposition
of the
ree•ctionproducts of h•lite •nd H2SO4 as observedin the stratospherefollowing
the eruption. These findings •nd the presenceof • C1- signal in five of the other
pits indicate that the C1- a•rosol componentof someeruptionshas the potential
to remain •loft for •t least I year Mter the eruption. Someof these•erosolsm•y

be adsorbed
ontotephmp•rticles.DistinctSO•
2- pe•ksthatc•n beconfidently
linked to E1 Chich6nwere found in only 50% of the recordsdevelopedthrough
subseasonal
s•mpling. However,in severalother pits •n elewted baseline,thought
to representmore lengthy periodsof E1 ChichSnaerosoldepositionas opposedto
depositionfrom • singlesnowfallevent, were observed.Smoothingof the original

d•t• by thec•lcul•tionof •nnu•lSO]- fluxresulted
in thepresence
of highflux
v•luesbetween1982•nd 1984 (yearsthoughtto be •ffcctcdby E1 Chich6naerosol
deposition)in 9 of the 12 pits. Theseresultssuggestthat • singleice corefrom
•nywhere in Greenland m•y record • signalfrom • northern equatorial eruption of
m•gnitude similar to that of E1 Chich6n•bout 75% of the time; this is despitethe

overall
highlevels
of SO]- deposition
from•nthropogenic
sources
thatnowm•ke
identification
•nd qu•ntific•tion
of thevolcanic
SO•
2- portionof therecord
more
difficult th•n obtaining the s•me d•t• for preindustri•l volcanism. Nevertheless,

composite
recordsfrom•ll the pits s•mpledyieldedstmtospheric
loading(-,•20Mt)
and opticaldepth (r: 0.13) estimatessimilarto stratospheric
and satellite-based

measurements
following
theeruption.
Equally
highSO•
2- concentration
andflux
valuesin snowfrom 1980to 1982reflectdepositionfrom the seriesof middleto high
northern latitude volcanic eruptions 1979-1981.
1. Introduction

Between March 28 and April 4, 1982, the plinian

eruptionsof E1 Chich6n,Mexico(17øN, 121øW),injected large quantities of debris into the northern equatorial stratospherewith the eventual dispersionover the
entire globe. Estimates of the amount of SO2 released

Tg) [EvansandKerr, 1983],leadingto the initialproductionof about12 [McCormick
et at., 1995]to 20 Mt
of HaSO4 [Evansand Kerr, 1983;Hoffmannand Rosen,
1983;Rampinoand Self 1984]. Thus E1 Chich6nmay
have injected more sulfur-rich aerosolsinto middle lev-

elsof the atmosphere
than any eruptionin this century
except for the 1991 eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. Sub-

varyfrom8 [Bluthet al., 1993]to 13Mt (i.e.,10•2 g or sequently, it was expected that evidence of the atmoCopyright 1997 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

sphericloadingof the E1Chich6naerosols
wouldbe preservedin polar snowthroughthe presence
of highpeaks

in SO•- [e.g.,Legrand
andDelmas,
1987;Mayewski
et

Paper number 97JD01574.

at., 1993;Zielinskiet al., 1994],andparticularlyin Arc-
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tic snow, given the 17øN location of the volcano. Sur30,031
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Figure 1. Location of Greenland snow pits used in this study together with location of the

GISP2 ice coringsite and the Atmospheric
SamplingCamp (ATM). Modifiedfrom Yanget al.
[1996].
prisingly,there is no discerniblesignalin the biyearly tions, but these are the largest sulfur-producingerup-

SO42-recordfromthe Greenland
Ice SheetProject2 tionsduringhistoricaltime (i.e., an orderof magnitude
(GISP2) ice corethat can be confidently
linkedto the greaterthan E1 Chich6n).As a result,signalsfor these
E1 Chich6neruption [Zielinskiet al., 1994; Zielinski, two eruptions have been observedin all northern hemisphere ice cores that we are aware of. Robockand Free
1995].
To determine whether or not there is evidence of
[1995]essentiallystackedvolcanicrecordsfrom eight
the E1 Chichbn eruption in Greenland snow and ulti-

northern hemisphere ice cores that span the last 150
years and found that only the Alaskan Katmai erup-

mately to assess
the consistency
(both temporallyand
spatially)andmagnitudeof the signal,weevaluatedthe tion (A.D. 1912;30-40Mt H2SO4[e.g.,McCormicket
preservedin theserecords.
variability in snowchemistryat a subseasonal
resolution al., 1995]) is consistently
Katmai is directly upwind from Greenland and other
ice caps in the Arctic, and this situation would enable
(i.e.,within75 km of the GISP2drillingsite),although aerosolsto be readily transported to those deposition
we include the evaluation of several pits in northern sites, with the probability of some tropospherictransand southernGreenland(Figure 1). The resultsof this port. Although the E1 Chich6n eruption is moderate
study are used to answer three interrelated questions in the overall scheme of climate-forcing volcanism, it
in the use of polar snow and ice coresto evaluatepast still may have cooled global climate by 0.35øC once
volcanism.
the warming effects of the coincident E1 Nifio were accounted
for [Angell,1988]. Identifyingthe likelihood
The first critical question we addressis how likely it
of
missing
similar magnitude, equatorial eruptions in
is for the chemical signal of a moderate-sizedequatoice
cores
is
important in the evaluation of the interanrial eruption to be presentin a singleice core collected
nual
to
decadal
variability of past climate. Our results
from Greenland, assumingthat the chemicalrecord we
can
best
be
applied
to evaluating the climatic impact
see in the snow pits would be identical to that found

in a series of shallow snow pits acrossGreenland. The
majority of the pits are located in the Summit region

in an ice core collected

at the same site.

In order for

a volcanic signal to exist in an ice core, several criteria must be met. Circulation patterns must bring the
volcanic cloud over the coring site followed by deposi-

tion of the aerosols
via a snowevent(s).Finally,there
must be minimal postdepositionalmodification of the
volcanic acids that would result in a missingsignal for

of pastvolcanism
fromthe CentralAmerica/Caribbean
region, areas whose volcanoesare known to have been
much more active and explosive in prehistoric time in

comparison
with the present[e.g.,Siebeet al., 1996].
The second question of importance is how much the

signal:noise
ratio of a volcanic
SO42-peakdecreases

with detailed, subseasonalsampling. To address this
a particulareruption(e.g., wind scouringwithoutre- question, we will compare the annual signalsfrom these
depositionat the site in question).ClausenandHam- same pits to test whether the years following the E1
mer [1988]usedmultipleGreenlandice coresto eval- Chich6n eruption are characterized by higher overall

uate the variabilityin the IcelandicLaki (A.D. 1783; SO42deposition
in comparison
with the yearsbefore
--•200Mt H2SO4)andIndonesian
Tambora(A.D. 1815; the eruption or beyond the suspectedresidencetime of
--•200Mt H2SO4;seealsoRampinoet al. [1988])erup- the aerosols in the atmosphere. In essence,the corn-
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parisonof annual signalsversussubseasonal
signalsis a
form of smoothingof the originaldata set, whichshould
increase the signal:noiseratio. We will be able to determine whether such a smoothing results in a more
consistent signal across the Greenland ice sheet from

the E1 Chich6n eruption, even though there was not a
distinctE1 Chich6nsignalin the highly smoothed,biannual sampling of the GISP2 core.
The third questionwe are able to provide insight
into is how well we can use recent eruptions to calibrate the volcanic record in ice cores. For instance,
using the snow and ice records of the E1 Chich6n and

30,033

globe around the latitude of the eruption within about

3 weeks[Robock
andMatson,1983],eventually
extending throughoutthe northerntropicsby the end of May
1982. At that time the cloudconsistedof two separate
layers:onefromthe tropopause
(12-16km) to abouta
height of 20 km and the other centered around 25 km

[Hoffmann
andRosen,1983]. Mostof the cloudabove
20 km remained in the tropics until late August and
September 1982, when some intermittent northward

transportoccurred
[HolmannandRosen,1983].Eventually, atmospherictransportmechanisms
dispersedthe
cloud to the point where it covered the entire north-

Pinatubo eruptionsto quantify the stratosphericload-

ern hemisphere
by early1983[Hofmann,1987].Conseing of eacheruption[e.g.,Hammeret al., 1980;Zielin- quently, we did not expect to see aerosoldepositionin
ski,1995]wouldenabledirectcomparisons
to be made Greenland until possiblyfall 1982. However,the lower
with the atmosphericloadingestimatesderivedfrom di- aerosollayerreachedthe midlatitudes(41øN)by June
rectstratospheric
[e.g.,HofmannandRosen,1983]and 1982 [Hofmannand Rosen,1983];thussomeaerosols
satellite-based
measurements
[e.g.,Bluthet al., 1993]. couldhavereachedGreenlandduringsummer/fall1982,
The potential problem with this scenario is that for recent eruptions, anthropogenicsulfur emissionsmay be

ofsucha magnitude
thattheSO•4
- signal
in recent
snow
from moderate eruptions like E1 Chich6n may not be
sufficient to yield a distinct spike in the record. By
evaluating the seriesof snow pits acrossGreenland and
developingcomposite concentration and flux recordswe
will be better able to identify the range in valuesof volcanic depositionon the Greenlandice sheetfor comparisonwith the valuesobtainedfor eruptionsprior to the

given ideal circulation patterns.
In addition to the sulfur component, several other
products of importance to our study were releaseddur-

ing the E1Chich6neruption.Mankinand Coffey[1984]
reported increasedHC1 levels in the stratosphereover
northern midlatitudes for severalmonthsfollowingthe
eruption. Using this information, they suggesteda total stratosphericloading of 0.04 x 106 Mt HC1 from
the eruptionitself, a 40% increaseoverpreeruptionlev-

els. Woodset al. [1985]usedscanningelectronmi-

(SEM) andX ray energyspectroscopy
on parincrease
in SO4
•- deposition
fromanthropogenic
sourcescroscopy
[Zielinski,1995]. Addingsupportto the ideathat high ticles collectedin the lowerstratosphere
(18-21 kin)

levels
ofanthropogenic
SO•4
- deposition
ontheicesheet over the westernUnited States during April and May
[e.g.,Mayewskiet al., 1986,1990]mayinhibitthe detec- 1982 to identify the presenceof halite in the eruption
tion of a volcanic signal is the absenceof a clear signal

cloud. Halite was no longer observedafter July 1982,

from the depositionof Pinatuboaerosols(•2-3 times as most of the halite particles probably converted to
greatermassthanE1Chich6n[McCormick
et al., 1995]) Na2SO4 and HC1 through reactionswith H2SO4 within
in snow deposited on Greenland and on other Arctic the first month followingthe eruption[Woodset al.,
ice caps during the years after the eruption. However, 1985]. Completeconversion
probablyoccurredwithin
there is a Pinatubo signal in snow at the south pole

8 months after the eruption. As a result, evidenceof

[Dibband Whirlow,1996],snowthat is not as affected aerosol deposition on the Greenland ice sheet from E1
by anthropogenic
sourcesas is Greenland[Whitlowet Chich6n
maybethrough
peaksin bothSO•- andC1-.
al., 1992]. Shouldwe be able to extract a composite The mineralogicalcomponentof the eruption(i.e.,
volcanic signal for E1 Chich6n, we will estimate the tephra)remaineda significant
part of the stratospheric
stratosphericloading of H2SO4 aerosolsand the result-

aerosol cloud

over the Americas

until

October

1982

ing opticaldepth [e.g.,Zielinski,1995]for comparison [Gooding
et al., 1983].The northwardspreadof tephra
with previouslypublishedestimates,includingsatellitederived

estimates.

2. Aerosol
Distribution
and
Products
of the E1 Chich6n

Other

Eruption

over almost all of the northern hemispheremay haveoccurred within 6 months followingthe eruption. Tephra
was observedconsistentlyat middle to high latitudes

(45-75øN)into late October,althoughpartsof the ash
component spread to 60øN by July 1982. About 85%
of the ash sampled at latitudes of >45øN in October of

1982 wasin the 2-5 pm (intermediatediameter)size

The expectedtiming of the depositionof any chem- range, with another 11% in the 5-10 pm size range
ical signal in Greenland snow from E1 Chich6n may [Gooding,
1983]. The timingof the presence
of tephra
be inferred by the global distribution of the aerosol in the Arctic atmosphereand depositionon the Greencloud. (Note that a specialissueof Geophysical
Re- land ice sheet was documentedin two separatestudies.
searchLetters, volume 10, 1983, presentedmany of the De Angeliset al. [1985]identifiedthe presence
of volinitial results of the atmosphericimpact of the erup- canic glass from E1 Chich6n in snow collected in June

tion.) The main aerosolcloudcircumnavigated
the

1983 from the Dye 3 site in southern Greenland. How-

30,034
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(A)

ions and cations were analyzed using a Dionex model
2010 ion chromatograph. Duplicate samplesand blanks
were frequently analyzed to detect any possiblecontam-

'16

ination,as described
by Bucket al. [1992].All SO4
•values in this study have been corrected for the sea-salt

component,
whichisusually
<5%oftotalSO•-. Insoluble microparticle concentrationsand size distributions
between 0.65 and 12.88 pm were obtained with an Elzone 280PC particle counter in a class 100 clean room.
Meltwater sampleswere filtered through a Nucleopore

(B)

polycarbonate
membranefilter (0.4 pm pore size)in
an attempt to locate volcanic glass. Individual particle analyseswere undertaken with an automated Jeol
JXA-8600 electron microprobe. The chronologydeveloped for all pits in this study was based on the seasonal

variability(i.e., summerpeaksand wintertroughs)of
specificparameterssuchas 6180 and H202. A total
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pitswereanalyzedfromsouthernGreenland(Figure1).
Snow density measurements were taken on the same
layer as chemistryand microparticlesamplesin pit 90-1
to determine the annual flux of specificspecies.Density

_

•

of nine pits were analyzed in the Summit region, one
pit was analyzed from northwesternGreenland, and two

400

300

200

100

0

Depth (cm)

gradually
increased
frommeanvaluesof 315kg/m3 in
the upper250 cm to 385 kg/m3 between250 and500
cmto 450kg/m• between
500and600cm. Thisgeneral
trend is similar to density trends observed in surface

snowthroughoutGreenland(R. Alley, personalcom1993];thusthesemeanvalueswereusedto
Figure2. Timeseries
of(a) 6•80andH209.,(b)SO•- munication,
and insolublemicroparticles,and Na+ and C1- for pit determineflux valuesin all other pits analyzed.Result90-1. Location of the sample that contained volcanic ing errorsfor flux valuesare thought to be between5%
glass(tephra) is shownin Figure 2b. Year designation and 10%.

indicates depth of midsummer snow for that particular
year.

4.

ever, they suggestthat there may have been deposition

as early as June1982. Shapiroet al. [1984]collected

Glaciochemical

Time

Series

4.1. Pit 90-1• Summit Region

One of the most detailed analysesin this study was
on the 6 m pi[, 90-1, located at the AtmosphericSam-

mineral matter believed to be from E1 Chich6n during
a tropopausefold event over west central Greenlandon

plingCamp(ATM), southernSummitregion(Figure1).

March23, 1983.Smalldroplets(diameterof < 0.5 pm)

Sampling interval in this pit was 5 cm, yielding about

thought to be H2SO4 from E1 Chich6n were found on
the same filter. On the basis of these data it is possible that volcanic glass traveling in the stratosphere
may have been deposited on the Greenland Ice Sheet
anytime between midsummer 1982 and the spring to
summer 1983. Any tephra transported tropospherically
could possibly have reached Greenland within several
weeks of the eruption, given ideal synoptic conditions.
Identifying tephra from E1 Chich6n in the same layer

15 samples/yrfor chemistryand insolublemicroparticle analysis. The record extends from summer 1990 to

spring/earlysummer1981basedon countingof peaks
in 5•80 and H202 (Figure2). Spring1982,the time
of the E1 Chich6n eruption, is representedby snowat
about the 550 cm depthø
Several interesting signals are prevalent in the time
series of the various ions and insoluble microparticles

(Figures2b and 2c). Initially, our interestwasdrawn

peakaround500cm (corasa SO24
- or C1- peakverifies
thepresence
of aerosolsto the veryhighmicroparticle
from the eruption in Greenland snow.

respondingto depositionlate in 1982 or early 1983, Fig-

ure 2b) becausethe highmicroparticle
loadingcouldbe

3. Methods

of Analysis

indicative of a large amount of volcanic glassdeposition

[e.g.,Fiaccoet al., 1993]. Althoughthe SEM/microAll snowpit sampleswerecollectedwith personnel probe analysisof meltwater from this sectionof the pit

in cleansuits to prevent possiblecontaminationfollow- indicated that some of these particles were contamina-

ing the procedures
outlinedby Mayewskiet al. [1987]. tion from the stainlesssteel sampling tool, two populaSamplesremainedfrozenuntil the time of analysis.An- tionsof glassshardswerefound(Figure3 andTable1).
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Glass A has a rhyolitic to trachydacitic composition

with a high alkalic component(Na•O and K•O; Table 1) characteristic
of the E1Chich&neruption.Glass
B is much different, having a highly rhyolitic composi-

tion (Table 1). GlassA shardsweremuchsmalleron
average, with long axes often in the 2-4 •um size range,
whereas glass B shards had long axes that were often

10-20•um(Figure3).
Verification of the source of glass A comes from direct comparison with the composition of E1 Chich&n
glassthat we analyzed, as well as previous analysesof

E1 Chich&nglass(Figure4 and Table 1). The composition of individual glass grains in pit 90-1 consistently
overlaps that of E1 Chichdn glass, and the mean values

I gm
ß

arealmostidentical(Figure4). Further,the meancom-

.

position of the glass we analyzed closely matches the
mean value of glass analyzed from E1 Chich&n pumice

[Luhr ½t al., 1984], thus verifyingE1 Chich&nas the
source. A late fall 1982 to early spring 1983 time of
glass deposition also fits well with the timing of the

northwarddistributionof tephra[Gooding
½tal., 1983]
and the possible presenceof E1 Chich&n mineral matter in a tropopause fold event over Greenland in spring

1983 [Shapiro½tal., 1984].The presence
of E1Chich&n
glassin the samelayer as largespikesin Na+ and C1-

(Figure2c) hassomeinterestingramifications
that we
elaborate

on below.

Identification of the source of glass B in this same
layer is problematic. Many of the other large eruptions

in 1981 (e.g., Alaid, Pagan,and Nyamuragira;
seeTable 2) are characterized
by a basalticcomposition
[i.e.,
McCl½lland½tal., 1989],therebyeliminatingthem as
a possible source. The 1982 eruption of Galunggung is
another possible source, but this volcanic system also is

Figure 3. Photomicrographsof typical volcanic glass generallylesssilicicthan ourglassB [i.e.,McCl½lland
½t

shardsrepresentative
of (top) glassA and (bottom) al., 1989].Consequently,
wefeelthat the mostplausible
glassB from the 495-500cm depth(winter1982/spring sourceof glassb is the rapid tropospherictransport of
1983)in pit 90-1 (Figure2).
Table 1. Average Major Elemental Compositionof Volcanic Glass Found at the
495-500 cm Depth of the 90-1 Snow Pit CronparedWith Glass From El Chich6n

Pit 90-1
GlassA
(n:8)
SiO2
TiO2
AI•O
Fe•O3
MgO
CaO
Na•O
K20

Pumice
Glass
(n:9)

Pumice
Glass
•
(n:16)

71.2 (1.0)½ 71.1 (1.0)
0.3 (0.3)
0.4 (0.1)
14.8 (0.3) 15.5 (0.6)
1.7 (0.6)
1.8 (0.2)
0.4 (0.3)
0.3 (0.2)
1.8 (0.5)
2.0 (0.2)
4.4 (0.6)
2.9 (0.9)
5.2 (0.7)
6.0 (0.4)

68.0 (1.7)
0.3 (0.1)
15.9 (0.4)
1.6 (0.2)
0.3 (0.1)
2.1 (0.2)
4.6 (0.5)
5.1 (0.2)

Stratosphere
•
Snow
(n-15)
Dye3b
(n=6)
69.4 (1.3)
0.3 (0.1)
17.9 (0.6)
1.4 (0.4)
0.4 (0.1)
1.9 (0.3)
3.9 (0.8)
4.7 (0.4)

69.2 (0.5)
0.4 (0.2)
17.1 (0.2)
1.9 (0.5)
0.4 (0.1)
1.8 (0.2)
4.5 (0.7)
4.8 (0.3)

Pit 90-1
GlassB
(n:5)
78.1 (1.2)
0.2 (0.2)
11.9 (0.4)
1.9 (0.4)
0.1 (0.2)
1.5 (0.3)
3.4 (1.4)
3.0 (1.0)

•Reprinted from Journal of Volcanologyand GeothervnalResearch,23, Luhr et al., The
1982 eruptions of E1 Chich6n volcano, Chiapas, Mexico: Mineralogy and petrology of the
anhydrite-bearing pumices, Copyright 1984 with kind permissionfrom Elsevier ScienceNL, Sara Burgerhartstraat 25, 1055 KV Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Total Fe reported
as FeO.

bReprintedwith permissionfrom Nature(De Angeliset al., 317, 52-54), Copyright1985,
Macmillan Magazines Limited and from M. De Angelis. Total Fe reported as FeO.
•Value in parenthesesis la.
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CaO+MgO
Figure 4. Ternary diagram comparingthe compositionof the volcanic glassfound in pit 90-1
with that from the E1 Chich6n eruption.

tephra to Greenlandfrom the small May 22, 1983, eruption of Bezymianny, Kamchatka. Eruptions of Bezymianny over the last few decadesappear to be becoming
more silicic than prior eruptions, and in fact, the 1956
event appearsto have tapped a rhyolitic magma source

land et al., 1989]lead us to believethat mostof the
chemicalsignalin 1982/1983snowin pit 90-1is related
to E1 Chich6n aerosol deposition.

Identifyingthe presence
of E1Chich6ndebrisin the

Summit region of Greenland through the existenceof
volcanic
glass enables us to more readily characterize
[PalaisandSigurdsson,
1989]. Furthermore,
the overall larger size of glass B shards compared with those theSO4
•- andC1-signals
fromtheeruption.
In thecase
of glassA supports a more proximal or directly upwind oftheSO]- signal
thefirstimpression
isthatthereisno
source,like Bezymianny, for glassB. Becauseevaluation anomalous
spikein pit 90-1 (Figure2b). It is onlythe
of the products of the 1956 Bezymianny eruption indi- large spike around spring 1987 that is very prominent.
cate that this volcanic system containsa sourceof C1- That enhancement could be related to aerosols from
[PalaisandSigurdsson,
1989],wecannotruleoutcom- the 1986 eruptions of St. Augustine and Chikurachki in
pletely the possibility that some of the chemicalsignal the northernPacific(Table1). However,it shouldbe
found in this section of pit 90-1 is a result of the 1983 notedthatthereis a broad,butsubdued,
peakin SO42Bezymianny eruption. However, the small size of that that corresponds
to fall/winter 1982and possiblyvery

eruption(107ma asheruptedto only5-6km altitude) early spring1983 (i.e., just prior to the time whenE1
and the probableESE transportof material[McClel- Chich6ntephrawasdeposited).Thispeakis not larger

Table 2. Explosive
Eruptions
That MaybeResponsible
forPeaksin SO4
•- and
C1- Recorded in Greenland Snow Pits During the 1980s
Year

Date

1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1981

Feb. 8
Nov. 13
May 18
Aug. 7
March 24
April 30
May 15
Dec. 25
March 28
April 3
May 17

1981
1981
1982
1982
1982

Volcano

Latitude

Longitude

Westdahl, Alaska
Sierra Negra, Galapagos
St. Helens, Washington
Gareloi, Alaska
Okmok, Alaska
Alaid, Kuril Islands

54.5øN
0.8øS
46.2øN
51.8øN
53.4øN
50.9øN

164.6øW
91.2øW
122.2øW
178.8øW
168.1øW
155.6øE

Pagan, Mariana Islands
Nyamuragira, Zaire
E1 Chich6n, Mexico
E1 Chich6n, Mexico
Galunggung, Java

18.IøN
1.4øS

145.8øE
29.2øE

17.4øN
17.4øN
7.3øS

93.2øW
93.2øW
108.1øE

0.2øS

121.6øE

4

4.9øN
59.4øN
50.3øN

75.3øW
153.4øW
155.4øE

3
4?
4?

1983

July 23

Colo (Una Una), Ihdonesia

1985
1986
1986

Nov. 13
March 27
Nov. 20

Ruiz, Columbia
St. Augustine, Alaska
Chikurachki, Kuril Islands

From $irnkin and Siebert[1994].VEI, volcanicexplosivityindex.

VEI
3?
3
5
3?
3?
4
4
3
4-t5
4
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thantheannualspringpeaksin SO4
•- [Whitlow
et al., vated in the Summit region, although the characteris1992]that are clearlyobserved
alongthe entirerecord tics of these signals are not identical. This variability
rangesfrom a lack of an anomaloussignal, to more of
an additionalspringpeak,but it is clearfrom the 5xsO a broad signal, as in pit 90-1, to a distinct spike above
andH202 records(Figure2a) that it isnot sucha peak. that of the seasonalpeaks betweenlate 1982 and early
Wesuggest
thatmuchof theSO4
•- in thisbroadpeak to late 1984 (Figure5). A 2-yearlag in depositionof
is associatedwith deposition of the earliest E1 Chich6n aerosolsin Greenland from an equatorial eruption is
in this pit. In fact, this bump has the appearance of

considering
aerosolsthat reached the polar regions. This suggestion not unrealistic[Zielinski,1995],especially
SO4
•- levelsoverthewestern
United
is supported in our later discussionon the annual flux that stratospheric
States were still 5 times backgroundlevels in January
of SO•-.
Perhaps the most distinct glaciochemical signals in 1984 [$netsinger
et al., 1987]. Consequently,
we infer
this pit are the coincidentpeaksin both Na+ and C1- that any peaks found in snowdepositedin 1984 are priin the same sample that contained the volcanic glass marily from the E1 Chichdn eruption. The fact that
(Figures2b and 2c). Interestingly,
the Na:C1/zeqratio some pits may have a signal in 1984, whereas others
for this sample is 1:1, not 0.85, as would be the case do not, may be a function of the heterogeneityof the
if the Na+ and C1- were solelyfrom sea-saltaerosols• volcanic plume over Greenland during the 2 years it
The most likely cause for these high Na and C1 con- was over the region. In addition, there is evidence of
centrations is the deposition of halite or, more likely, volcanic aerosoldeposition from the abundant northern
deposition of the by-products of halite dissolution fol- hemisphereeruptions beginningin 1979 and lasting to
lowingreactionswith H2SO4in the stratosphere
(i.e., spring1981 (Table 2). Severalkey aspectsof our data
Na2SO4and HC1 [Woodset al., 1985l). The presence set, as shown in Figure 5, are now briefly presented.
of stratospheric halite following the eruption could be
the source of the halite products, and once these products were able to reach the northern polar regions, the
very low relative humidity may have allowed the HC1
component to stay gaseousfor longer periods of time

Evidence
ofthedeposition
ofE1Chich5n
SO4
•- aerosolsin the form of distinct peaks is found in four of the
eight pits from the Summit region,with the possibility

ofa signalin twooftheotherpits.Peaks
in SO4
•- that
probably are representative of E1 Chich5n aerosols are

foundin pit 87-2(fall 1984,winter1983/spring1984),in
pit 87-4(summer/fall1984),in pit 87-5(fall 1982),and
in pit 90-3 (winter to spring1984) (Figure5). Slight
in the SO4
•- springpeakof 1984in pits
al. [19841
indicatedthat therewasabundantNa (mean enhancements

(R. Chuan, personalcommunication,
1992). Sucha

scenariowould have prevented complete removal before
deposition on the ice sheet. Alternatively, Varekarnpet

of 335ppm) and SO4(mean780ppm) within materials 87-1 and 87-6 may be from E1 Chich5n aerosols,but the
adsorbed onto tcphra grains from the E1 Chich6n erup- magnitude of the enhancement is small and not very
tion. Thus deposition of the Na2SO4 and HC] species convincing of a volcanic input. There is no clear volrecorded in the 90-1 pit could bca result of adsorp- canic signal in pit 87-7 related to E1 Chich5n, but the

SO4
•- baseline
maybefroma lengthy
periodof
tion ontothe tephragrainswelocated.Rose[1977]also elevated
aerosoldepositionas opposedto rapid depositionfrom

observedthe scavengingof HC1 by tephra grains following the 1974 Fuego eruption, although his sampleswere

closeto the vent. Moreover,he estimatedthat only 17%
of the C1- emitted during the eruption was adsorbed
onto tephra grains and thus quickly scavengedfrom the
volcanic plume. Regardlessof the actual process,it is
apparent that there is a well-preserved C1- signal in
this particular pit from the E1 Chich6n eruption.

perhapsa singlesnowfall. It is possiblethat postdepositional reworkingof the snowby wind may have spread
out the original signal, but we are not aware of any
studies that would verify such a scenario. This may
be the same situation

we see in the record from

pit 90-1. Similarly, there is not a distinct peak in pit
90-2 within the likely time period for depositionof E1
Chich6n

4.2. Other Snow Pits in the Summit Region
Six pits dug during summer 1987 have records that
extend at least back to summer or early spring 1982.

that

debris.

Evidence for the deposition of the C1- component
of E1 Chich6n is not found in as many pits as is that

fortheSO42component,
butthesignal
is muchmore

The recordfor pits 87-2, 87-4, and 87-5 (southernSum- distinct where it is found. Very distinct C1- spikes or
mit region,Figure1) endin early1982,whilethe record at least enhanced seasonalspikes are observedin pit
for pit 87-1 extends back to summer 1977, and the 87-1 during the winter 1982/spring1983 snow and in
recordsforpits 87-6and87-7(northernSummitregion, pits 87-4 and 87-6 during the winter 1983/spring1984
Figure1) extendbackto summer1979(Figure5). The snow(Figure 5). Lesspreservationof the C1- signal
two pits in the northern Summit region dug in 1990

thanof theSO42-signalis notunexpected,
because
the

(90-2 and 90-3;seeFigure1) haverecordsthat extend greater solubility of the C1- speciesin volcanic plumes
back to summer 1982 and to early 1983, respectively

(Figure5).

results in quicker condensationand scavengingof the
C1- aerosolsby supercooled water in relation to that

Thereisevidence
ofthedeposition
ofbothSO4
•- and for sulfur-bearing
aerosols[e.g.,Tabazadeh
and Turco,
C1- aerosols from E1 Chich6n in the many pits exca-

1993].
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Figure5. SO•4
- andCI- timeseries
for10of thesnow
pitsanalyzed
in thisstudy.Year
designation
indicates
therelative
position
ofmidsummer
snow
forthatparticular
year.Pits87-1,

88-1,
and88-6are6mdeep
(each
major
tickequals
I m).Allremaining
pitsare4mdeep
(each

majortick equals50 cm).

in eachpit. In
Depositionof volcanicaerosols
fromothereruptions theyarethe two largestspikesobserved
duringthe 1980sis observed
throughthe presence
of addition,there is a coincidentC1- spikein eachpit,

several
spikes
in eitherSO•- or Cl-. Therearespikes althoughthe C1- signalin pit 88-6 is moreobviousin
with the C1- timeseriesfor therestof the
in bothSO•- and C1- in pits87-2and87-4within comparison
winter1981/spring
1982snowaswellasa verybroad pit thanis thesamesignalin pit 88-1.Pit 88-6alsohas
•- andC1- spikes
withinlatewinter/spring
springpeakin eachspecies.
Thesesignals
couldbea re- broadSO4
sult of the 1981springeruptionsin thenorthernPacific 1987snow. Again, the St. Augustineand Chikurachki
wouldbe the mostlikelycandidates
forthose
region(i.e.,AlaidandOkmok;seeTable1). A large eruptions
spikein C1- in pit 87-7withinsummer
1980snowand morerecentsignals.A broadbut low peakat the bota verybroadSO42peakwithinfall 1980snowmaybe tom of pit 88-1 coincideswith spring1981snowand
a resultof deposition
from both tropospherically
and thuscouldreflectdepositionfrom the northernPacific
of 1981(Table1).
stratospherically
transportedmaterialfrom the 1980 eruptions
In addition to Pit 88-6 in southernGreenland, a shalMount St. Helenseruption[e.g.,Sedlacek
et al., 1983;
Kent and McCormick,1984].High concentrations
dur- lowerpit wasdugnearthe 20D icecoringsite [e.g.,

pit (20D)[Mayewski
inglate1986andearly1987in eitherC1- (pit90-2)or Lyonset al., 1990].Thissecond
SO24
- (pit 87-7)couldbea resultoftheSt.Augustineet al., 1987]onlyspansthe 2-yearperiodfromsummer
1982(Figure
6). TheSO•- record
for
and Chikurachkieruptionsfrom the northernPacific 1984to summer
spring1983is characterized
by a verybroad,enhanced

(Table1).
4.3. Northern

baselinethat may be a resultof E1 Chich6naerosoldeand Southern

Greenland

positionprior to deposition
of the springpeak. The
springpeakof 1984alsoappears
to be verybroadwith

Thereis a discernible
SO•4
- signalfromE1ChichSnan initial smallerpeak. The C1- recorddisplaysseveral
in both the northern Greenlandpit 88-1 and the south- spikesduringwinter1982/1983.We cannotrule out
ern Greenlandpit 88-6 (Figure5). Both of thesesig- that this increase in C1- is from E1 Chich6n, considerdispersion
of
nalsoccurin the winter1982/spring
1983seasons,
and ingthe timingof thenorthernhemisphere
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El Chich6n component. Reported maximum height of
the Galunggungcloud was only 16 km, and most of the
cloud appeared to move into the southern hemisphere

[McClellandet al., 1989].Maximumfluxvaluesalsoare
foundin 1981-1982(twopits}and1980-1981
(onepit}.
•{3"

6

o

(D

&

alongthe NorthernPacificRim in 1979-1981(Table2}.

2

o
03

Maxima in these years probably reflect enhanced deposition of volcanic aerosolsfrom the volcanic activity

0

0
Depth (cm)

However, we must be cautious in using these results,
as seven of the pits sampled failed to extend back to
summer 1981, thus preventing a complete evaluation of
the 1980s in all pits, and despite the prevalenceof maximum values during 1982-1985, the magnitude of the

Figure6. SO4
•- andCI- timeseries
forpit 20D.Year
SO4
•- fluxcommonly
is
designationindicatesdepthof midsummersnowfor that fluxin yearswiththegreatest
particular year.

notmuchhigherthanthat forotheryears(e.g.,pit 88-1;
seeFigure 7).

the stratosphericcloud. However,the shortnessof the

Spatial variability in the magnitude of the annual flux
signals does not have a consistenttrend. Highest peak
flux values are found in the southern Summit region

record
fromthispit makes
it difficultto placetheSO•4
-

and C1- recordsin perspectivein comparisonwith the (pits 87-5 and 90-1; seeFigure 7), but on the other
rest of the 1980s.Nevertheless,
Mayewskiet al. [1987] hand, the lowest flux values are found in the southern
postulated
thatthehighamount
ofSO24
- andC1-found Summitregionas well (pits 87-1 and 87-2). There is

in this pit comparedwith mean valuesin the 20D ice
core was from depositionof E1 Chich6n aerosols.They
also used the data from this pit and the technique of

not a large difference in the flux values among the one

pit in northernGreenland(88-1,Figure7) and the two
pitsfromsouthernGreenland(88-6and20D, Figure7).

Hammeret al. [1980]to suggest
a stratospheric
loading Furthermore, there is no consistent east-west trend in

of 14 Mt H2SO4. We will expand on this estimate in a

later sectionby usingall the pits sampledin this study.
4.4.

Annual

Flux

flux values acrossthe divide, as maximum flux values in

pits 87-7 and 90-2 (eastof the divide)are intermediate
in comparisonwith other pits, whereasflux valuesin pit

87-5 (eastof the divide) are generallyamongthe high-

To further evaluate the E1 Chich6n signal, we calcu-

est. Perhaps the only consistent spatial pattern that
latedtheannualfluxof SO24
-, thereby
smoothing
the can be identified is that maximum flux values in pits
original data sets. This method eliminates any poten- from the southern Summit region and southern Greenland occur in 1982-1983 or 1983-1984, whereas those
tial dependency
of the SO24
- recordon accumulation,
althoughYang et al. [1996]showedthat accumula- from the northern Summit region and northern Greenland occur anywhere between 1980-1981 and 1984-1985.
tiondoesnothaveanimpactonSO24
- concentrations.
More important, flux values are necessaryto estimate However, we again caution that the record in only two
the amount of stratosphericloading and climate-forcing of the pits from the southern Summit region and southpotential of a volcaniceruptionfrom the snowand ice ern Greenland extend back beyond summer 1982. As
record[e.g.,Zielinski,1995]. We only evaluatedthe a result there does not appear to be a preferred site
in Greenland that would be more likely to preserve a
SO24
- fluxrecordbecause
of thegreater
inconsistency
in the C1- signal.The annualfluxof SO24
- for each northern equatorial eruption relative to another site.
snow pit is shown in Figure 7.
The most prominent characteristicof the flux data 4.5. Composite Records
set is that maximum flux yearsare frequentlyfound beAs a final evaluation of the E1 Chich6n signal we comtween 1982 and 1985, the yearsmost likely to be influ- bined the annual concentration and flux records for each

encedby the depositionof E1 Chich6naerosols
(noting pit foreachyearto develop
a composite
record
ofSO4
•that our year is from summerto summer,and thus 1985

deposition for the period 1979-1989 as presentedin the

includessummer/fall1984). In fact,oneof these3 years box plots in Figure 8. Pit 20D is not included in this
containsthe highestannualflux in 9 of the 12 pits (i.e., analysis. Annual concentrations for this time period
1982-1983, 3 pits; 1983-1984, 5 pits; and 1984-1985, 1

clearly show the influenceof the abundant volcanismin

pit) or 75%of thepits. In almosteverypit theyearwith the early 1980s. Median values for 1979-1980 to 19841985 are the highest of the period, with 1980-1981 being
thehighest
fluxvaluehada highSO24
- concentration
peakorcontained
anelevated
SO42baseline
(asrepre- the highest(Figure8a). The 1982-1983medianvalues

sentedby the presence
of broad,subduedpeaks)in that
same year. Aerosolsfrom the May 1982 Galunggung
eruption may contributeto the high flux 1982-1985but
would probablybe very minor in comparisonwith the

are the secondhighest, but 11 pits are incorporated into
that analysis, as compared with just four pits for 1980-

1981. Composite
SO24
- flux valuesfurthershowthe
influence of volcanism in the early 1980s, with median
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Figure ?. AnnualSO•4
- fluxforall snowpitsanalyzed
in thisstudy.Yearlyfluxgoesfrom
midsummer of the earliest year shown to midsummer of the next year.

valuesfor the periods1980-1981to 1983-1984beingthe 1986,1990].If we assume
that the years1987-1990are
highest. Accountingfor any influencefrom accumula- relatively free of volcanic input, then it appears that
SO4
•- deposition
is of the orderof 18-20
tion, flux for 1982-1983is almost the sameas that for background

appears
1980-1981.A second
peakin SO•4
- fluxin 1986-1987kg/km2/yrforthe1980s(giventhat 1988-1989
probablyreflectsthe volcanicinput of the NorthernPa-

to be anomalously
low). This resultwouldmeanthat

cificeruptionsduringspringandfall 1986(Table2).

volcanic
SO•4
- fluxfromE1Chich6n
maybeestimated

Of critical importance to the interpretation of the

by subtracting these background levels from the total

and1983E1 Chich6n
signalis the magnitude
of the SO4•-fiuxof 26-28kg/km•/yr in the years1982-1983
values during the 1980s, values that include the vol- 1984 (Figure 8b). This calculationyieldsa volcanic
canic component, the biogenic component, and espe- SO•4
- fluxof about6-8kg/km2/yror a totalvolcanic
cially the anthropogeniccomponent.Median flux val- fluxfromE1Chich6n
of about12-16kg/km• for these

uesrangefrom12 kg/km2/yrfor 1988-1989
to a high 2 years.
If these assumptionsare correct, then a total volcanic
of 29 kg/km2/yr for 1980-1981,
withmostmedianvaluesin the 22-25kg/km2/yrrange(Figure8b). These SO•4
- fluxfromE1Chich6n
of 12-16kg/km2 overa 2values
area continuation
oftherecent
increase
in SO24
- year period is almost identical to that estimated in the
depositionin the Summit region from anthropogenic biyearly sampling of the GISP2 core for the three erup-

sources
[Mayewski
et al., 1986,1990].SO4
•- deposi-tionsof 1902,of whichSantaMariawasthelargest(i.e.,
tion is now up to twice the backgroundlevelsof several a volcanic
SO•4
- fluxof 14kg/km• overa 2-yearperiod
centuriesago and up to 25% greaterthan background [Zielinski,1995]). Zielinski's[1995]maximumestimate
SO42levelsat theturnofthecentury
[Mayewski
etal., of the stratosphericloading of the 1902 eruptionswas41
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(A)

:

Mt) givenby Rampinoand Self[1984]and Rampinoet
al. [1988],andwith otherH2SO4loadingestimates(i.e.,
-•16 Mt, onceSO• is convertedto H2SO4[Bluthet al.,

L 1993]and--12 Mt [McCormick
et al., 1995]).Similarly,
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our r estimate of 0.13 is appropriate, given the maximum range of optical depths found at >60øN in late

1982(0.15-0.20)andin early 1983(0.10-0.15)[Satoet
al., 1993]. Our minimumr estimateof 0.06 matches
the globalmean•- of-•0.06 givenby $ato et al. [1993].

_

80

5.

Discussion

_

_

40

Our findings provide valuable information that ad-

dressesthe questionswe presentedon (1) the variability of the E1 Chich6nsignal, (2) the signal:noise
ratio
as a functionof samplingresolution,and (3) the pos-

(B)

sibleinfluence
that highlevelsof anthropogenic
SO4
•30-

20-_
_

lO

i

i

may have on hindering the detection of an E1 Chich6n
signal and quantification of that signal. However, we
initially point out that identifying volcanic glass from
the E1 Chich6n eruption in pit 90-1 verifies the deposition of material from the eruption in the Summit region
of Greenland. Tephra was previously found around the
Dye 3 drilling site in southern Greenland; thus debris
from the eruption is now definitely known to have been
deposited on at least central and southern Greenland.
In the case of the record in pit 90-1 the tephra is found
in the same layer of snow that contains a Na:C1 ratio,
in microequivalentsof 1:1, unlike that for sea salt. This
signal probably reflects depositionof the reactive com-

ponentsof halite with H•.SO4 (i.e., Na•.SO4and HC1
I Woodset al., 1995]),because
halitewasobserved
in the

Figure 8. Boxplotsof composite
(a) SO•- concen-stratosphere following the eruption. Transport to and
trationsand (b) annualSO4
e- flux for all snowpits the eventual deposition on the ice sheet of the halite
analyzed in this study. Years go from midsummerof
the earliest year shown to midsummer of the later year.
Solid line in each box representsthe median value. Limits of the box include 50% of the data. Only someout-

liers(circles)shown.

componentsmay be via adsorption onto tephra grains.
The appearance of C1- in this snow pit as well as in
several other pits indicates that C1- aerosolsare able
to remain in the stratosphere for possiblyup to one year
after the eruption and are able to travel in the stratosphere well beyond the region immediately around the

Mt H2SO4 aerosols,based on the hemisphericdistribu-

ventdespitethefactthat theyareeasilyscavenged
[e.g.,
tion of bombfallout [Clausenand Hammer,1988],re- Tabazadeh
and Turco,1993].The appearance
of distinct
sultingin a maximumopticaldepth(r) of about0.28by C1- spikes in another ice core from Greenland that can
using the relationship between stratosphericmass and beeasilymatchedto knownvolcanic
eruptions[Lyonset
opticaldepthof Stothers[1984].Calibrationof the esti- al., 1990]furthersupportsthisidea. Whetherthe magmated stratosphericloading of volcaniceruptionsin the
GISP2 core with the estimated optical depths from $ato

nitude of the stratospheric C1- that reachesthe polar
region is sufficient to have a major impact on beteroge-

et al. [1993]suggested
that theicecorerecordmayover- nouschemicalreactions(as in ozonedepletion)in the
estimate the stratospheric loading for some eruptions upper atmosphere is another question. The small num[Zielinski,1995]. Thus the useof a correction
factor ber of C1- signals found in this study certainly does
resulted in intermediate and minimum optical depths not support the notion of a large mass of E1 Chich6nof 0.13 and 0.06, respectively, for the 1902 eruptions. produced C1- aerosolsremaining in the polar stratoIf we use these same values for the E1 Chich6n erup- sphere I year after the eruption. These results provide
tion, we obtain an estimated maximum r of 0.28 for E1 information on the potential longevity of C1- aerosols
Chich6n, a value that agreeswell with the 0.3 optical in the stratosphere and serve as additional evidencefor
depthestimatepresented
by Hofmann[1987].Our in- the presenceof E1 Chichdn aerosolsin Greenland snow.

termediater estimateof 0.13(i.e.,20 Mt) agrees
better
Wenowfocusourattention
ontheSO4
•- recordand
with otherestimations
of r, suchasthe 0.15value(-•20 thevariability
oftheE1Chich6n
signal.Peaksin SO•4
-

30,042
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concentration that can be confidently linked to the E1

port of aerosolsfrom the equatorialNyamuragiraerup-

Chich6neruption are identifiedin only 50% of the pits

tionin late 1981(Table1). Sedlacek
et al. [1983]also

sampled.Enhancements
in thespringSO42signalin measured
highamounts
of stratospheric
SO•- in the
two other pits are not great enough to confidentlylink
them to a volcanic input. These resultscould easily explain why there is not a distinct signal from E1 Chich6n
in the GISP2 core, However, there are several pits in

high latitudes of the northern hemisphere from these
Northern Pacific eruptions. Thus this 5-year period of

highvolcanic
SO•4
- deposition
couldbeanother
reason
that the biannual sampling of the single GISP2 core

whichSO4
•- concentrations
withinsnowdeposited
be- could not isolate an E1 Chich6n signal.
tween 1982 and i984 are noticeably higher than background levels. Concentrationsin these sectionsof the

riesofSO42to suggest
thatthereisa 66-75%
chance
of

pitsareequivalent
to springpeaksin SO42-(e.g.,pit

observingthe volcanicsignalfrom a northernequatorial

We used the concentration

and annual

flux time se-

90-1), but they are foundin sections
of the pit that do eruption of a magnitude similar to that of E1 Chich6n
not correspondto spring snow. We believe that these

in a single Greenland ice core, dependingon sampling

sections
withbroadpeaksin SO•- aretheresultof a

resolution. However, these numbers are a function of
modern-day atmosphericconditions,when background

lengthy period of E1 Chich6n aerosol deposition as opposed to deposition from a single snowfallevent. This SO4
a- levelsaremuchhigherthanthosepriorto the
finding allows us to say that when evaluating a Green- past 2 centuries. We can now evaluate how much of
land ice core at a subseasonalresolution, one can expect an impact this has on decipheringthe E1 Chich6n sigto find a signal from a northern equatorial eruption of nal by first determining what percentageof the total
a magnitude similar to that of E1 Chich6n about two SO4
•- fluxin thecomposite
record
isfromE1Chich6n.
thirds of the time, at least under atmospheric condi- We can then comparethat percentageto the percentage
tions like the present. We will elaborate on this aspect of thetotalSO42fluxthatcomes
fromvolcanic
erupof the record later.
tions that occurred prior to the major increasein atmoThe probable deposition of E1 Chich6n aerosolsover spheric
SO•4
- fromtheindustrial
revolution.
Provided
a period of months as opposedto scavengingby a sin- that our assumptionsare correct, we estimated that volgle snowfall is evidenced further by our results from canic
SO•4
- fluxfromE1Chich6n
is6-8kg/km2/yr
over

the annualSO42-fluxcalculations.
Wefoundthatby the2-yearperiod1982-1984.
The6-8kg/km2/yrisonly
aboutonethirdthetotalSO•- deposition
orabout40%

smoothing the snow pit record via the calculationof an
annual flux we were able to increase the detectability of
an E1 Chich6n signal. Maximum annual flux during the
years 1982-1983, 1983-1984, and 1984-1985 occur in 9

of backgroundlevels. Most explosiveeruptionsanalyzed
in the GISP2 core over the last 2100 years have vol-

of the 12 pits sampled,suggestingthat one has a 75%

recorded

canicfluxes
thatareat least50%ofthetotalSO4
•- flux
at the time of the individual

event and often

SO4
•- fluxlevels.
Because
backchance
of observing
a peakin annualSO24
- fluxin a over66%ofbackground
single ice core from Greenland, given a northern equa- ground
SO42fluxlevels
overthelast2100years
(andestorial eruption of the magnitude of E1 Chich6n. How- peciallyprior to the industrialperiod)aregenerally6.5biyearlysampling
ever, we use caution in putting forth this statement, as 7.5 kg/km2/yrfromthe continuous
not all the pits sampled(Figure7) extendedbackto in the GISP2 core, sulfur-producing eruptions smaller
the early 1980s and flux values in the years 1980-1982 than E1 Chich6n,like the 1730Lanzaroateevent(Cawere also quite high. In fact, volcanic activity during naryIslands),mayhavedeposited
about5 kg/km2/yr
the 5-year period from 1980 to 1985 is abundant, es- of SO4
•- on the Greenland
Ice Sheet.Thisvalueis
pecially in comparison with the later part of the 1980s. 75% of backgroundlevelsat that time, resultingin a
The high number of middle to high northern hemisphere veryclearpeakin SO42concentrations
evenwiththe
eruptions in the early 1980s has increased the concen- biyearlysmoothing
of thecontinuous
analyses
[Zi½linski

trationof SO•4
- in Greenland
snow,andthushigher et al., 1994;Zielinski,1995]. Similarly,the Coseguina
levelsof SO•4
- flux (Figure8) to the icesheetin the (Nicaragua)eruption,an eruptionthat mayhavebeen
early 1980s compared to those in the late 1980s makes poorin sulfurdespitethe largevolumeerupted[Self½t
isolation of the E1 Chich6n signal much harder than al., 1989],alsodeposited
about5 kg/km2/yrof SO42it would be if those eruptions had not occurred. The or about 60% of backgroundlevels in the mid-1800s.
combined stratospheric loading of all of these northern There is a distinct spike for the Coseguinaeruption in
hemisphere eruptions in the early 1980s is only about the GISP2SO42record.Largeeruptions
likeTamb-

1 Mt [Kent and McCormick,1984;McCormicket al., oraandKuwae(A.D.1450s)
mayhavevolcanic
SO•4
1993],but thereis a highprobabilitythat someportion, fluxesthat are 2-3 times backgroundlevelsfor the time

if not most,of the SO•4
- deposited
fromtheseerup- of those eruptions. If pre-A.D. 1900 backgroundlevels existed now, then the E1 Chich6n signal would be
fact, McCormickand Trepte[1987]showed
that optical about equal to backgroundlevels as opposedto being
depths in the Arctic began to rise prior to the time that only about 40% of backgroundlevels. The most viE1 Chich6n aerosolsreached the region, but they sug- able explanation for these numbers is not that the E1
gested that this rise may be from the northward trans- Chich6n eruption was that much smaller than many

tions reachedGreenlandvia tropospherictransport. In
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of the explosive eruptions over the last 2100 years, but
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the dissociationof halite through reactionswith H2SO4

thatidentifying
(viaa distinct
spikein theSO42record) [Woodset al., 1985]in the samelayeras the volcanic
and quantifying the volcanic componentof the signal in
Greenland snow is complicated by the high amount of

glassindicatesthat the C1- componentof an equatorial
volcaniceruptionis ableto reachthe polarstratosphere,
anthropogenic
SO42thatisnowbeingdeposited
onthe possiblyadsorbedonto silicategrains. Distinct spikes
icesheet.Mayewskiet al. [1987]alludedto thepossible in SO4
•- that wefeelarerelatedto E1Chich6n
aerosol
mixingofanthropogenic
andvolcanic
SO42in the20D depositionwereobservedin only half the pits sampled,
pit.

although
periodsof enhanced
SO4
•- concentrations
in

These findings may be part of the reasonwhy a signal from the large 1991 Pinatubo eruption has not bccn

the form of broadsubduedpeaks(i.e., elevatedbaselines)werefoundin otherpits. Thesedatasuggest
that

detectedin Greenlandsnowas of yet (at least to the a northern equatorial eruption of the magnitudeof E1
best of our knowledge)despitegreatersulfur output Chich6n could be recorded about two thirds of the time
from Pinatubo(•30 Mt SO2for Pinatuboversus•12 in a single ice core from Greenland if sampledcontinMt SO2for E1Chich6n[McCormick½tal., 1995]).One uouslyat a subseasonal
resolution.
AnnualSO4
•-- flux
could hypothesize that the more equal global distribu-

calculationsessentiallysmooth the record, thus reduc-

tion of the Pinatuboaerosolcloud[McCormicket al., ing the noiseand increasingthe chanceof observingan
1995]in comparison
with the greaternorthernhemi- E1 Chich6nsignalto about 75% of the time. However,
sphere distribution of the E1 Chich6n cloud resulted theincrease
in anthropogenic
SO4
•- complicates
idenin similar aerosol loadings in the northern polar region tification and quantification of the E1 Chich6n signal,
that would be available for deposition on the ice sheet. as does the abundant middle to high northern latitude
If this situation was true, then the chanceof preserving volcanism of the early 1980s.
an identifiable Pinatubo signal would be very similar to
This study providesinformation on the possiblevarithatforE1Chich6n
givenpresent
anthropogenic
SO4
e- ability in detecting a volcanic signal from moderate
levels. Thus it is possiblethat there is a Pinatubo sig- northern equatorial eruptionsin Greenlandice and snow.
nal in recent Greenland snow, but it may exist more as Although we estimate that such a signal would be
a periodwithhigherSO4
e- baseline
levels
asopposed
to recorded in a single ice core about 75% of the time,
a distinctSO•- peak.
the use of polar snow and ice to develop the chronolOursuggestion
thatanthropogenic
SO4
e- cancompli- ogy of past climate-forcingvolcanismand quantify the
cate the identification of a volcanic signal would imply magnitude of the forcing remains the best method to
that the 66-75% chanceof observinga volcanicsignal undertake an evaluationof volcanism-climate
linkages
from a northern equatorial eruption in a single ice core for time periods prior to recent technologicaladvances
from Greenland possibly is low. How much too low is (i.e., satellitecoverage).The limitationspresented
in
uncertain, but given the noise that occurs in the record, this study should be beneficial to palcoclimatologists
as evidenced in the high-resolution sampling, the actual and modelers who use ice core records of volcanism in
probability of recording such an eruption may still be the evaluation of past climate change.
around 75%. However, this still should be considered
excellent, as there is no other medium that would preAcknowledgments. We aregratefulto the manypeoserve the far-reaching impact of hemispheric to global ple who were involvedin the excavationof thesesnowpits
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